In the paper we show that net weight and conet weight equal each other in any complemented ditopological space, and investigate under which conditions pseudo character and copseudo character equal each other. We give some important results "bounding" the set Q of all q-sets in (a particular subclass of) the class of all ditopological texture spaces.
Introduction
A texture space .S; S/ introduced first by L. M. Brown in [1, 2] opens the way for investigating mathematical concepts without any complement since it doesn't need to be closed under set-theoretical complement. Therefore, the convenient topology called ditopology on a texture space .S; S/ consists of the pair of subsets and Ä of S satisfying axioms of open sets and ones of closed sets, respectively. We recall that a texture space with a ditopology is called a ditopological texture space.
Cardinal functions are most useful tools in classifying topological spaces. Moreover, they enable us to compare quantitatively topological properties. It is natural to ask whether to extend the idea of classification to the ditopological texture spaces. So then, in [14] , we gave the concept of dicardinal function and then defined (co)weight, (co)net weight, (co)densification, (co)pseudo character. We represented some important theorems for (a particular subclass of) the class of all ditopological texture spaces: for every ditopological texture space In the paper, we investigate under which conditions equality of the pair of dicardinal functions, net weight and conet weight, pseudo character and copseudo character, respectively, holds. Also, we show that the dicardinal functions conet weight and copseudo character put bound on jSj in T 1 ditopological texture spaces. Then, we represent dicardinal functions and some important theorems for (a particular subclass of) the class of all ditopological texture spaces: for every complemented ditopological texture space, nw .D/ D co nw .D/; if a complemented ditopological texture space D is bi-T 1 , and for every
Texture
The following definitions and propositions were introduced in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 15] . A texturing on a non-empty set S is a set S containing S; ; of subsets of S with respect to inclusion satisfying the conditions: .i/ .S; Â/ is a complete lattice .i i / S is completely distributive, .i i i/ S separates the points of S, .iv/ Meets V and finite joins W coincide with intersections T and unions S , respectively. .S; S/ is then called texture.
For each s 2 S , the p-set P s is defined by
We recall that a texture .S; S/ is said coseparated if
We define P D fP s j s 2 S g and Q D fQ s j s 2 Sg. Let .S; S/ be a texture and W S ! S a function. is said a complementation on S and .S; S; / is called complemented texture if the following conditions are satisfied: for every sets A; B 2 S
It is obvious that is a bijection. Furthermore, for each A Â S, the restriction A of is injective. Proposition 2.1. For every complemented texture, 1.
Definition 2.2. Let .S; S/ be a texture, and ; Ä subsets of S. D D .S; S; ; Ä/ is called a ditopological texture space, and the pair . ; Ä/ be a ditopology on .S; S/ if . ; Ä/ satisfies (G1) S; ; 2 ;
Let .S; S; / be a complemented texture and . ; Ä/ a ditopology on .S; S/. . ; Ä/ is said a complemented ditopology on .S; S; / and .S; S; ; Ä; / is called a complemented ditopological texture space if the following condition is satisfied: for every A 2 S,
Definition 2.3. Let D D .S; S; ; Ä/ be a ditopological texture space. The interior and the closure of the set A 2 S is defined, respectively: 
or equivalently,
Proposition 2.6. The following are characteristic properties of T 0 ditopological texture space:
Proposition 2.9. The following are characteristic properties of T 1 ditopological texture space:
Proposition 2.10. The following are characteristic properties of co T 1 ditopological texture space:
Cardinal functions
The following definitions and propositions were introduced in [10] [11] [12] [13] . A set A is called transitive iff
An ordinal˛is a transitive set such that allˇ2˛are transitive. The least infinite ordinal is denoted by !. Also, we recall that a cardinal is an ordinal that there is no bijection from itself to a smaller ordinal. Let X be a set. Assuming axiom of choice, there exists an ordinal that can be mapped one-to-one onto X . The smallest one of the ordinals is called the cardinality or cardinal number of X , written as jX j.
The binary operations of addition and multiplication of cardinals are defined by means the operations of set union and Cartesian product as follows: Ä C WD jÄ f0g [ f1gj and Ä: WD jÄ j, respectively, where Ä and are cardinals.
The following proposition is useful for our proofs in the paper : We recall that a cardinal function is a function from the class of all topological spaces into the class of all infinite cardinals such that, if X and Y are homeomorphic, then .X / D .Y /. 
Main results
where .S 1 ; S 1 / ; .S 2 ; S 2 / are isomorphic. Then, we show that net weight and conet weight have "bounds" on S in D. 
clear that ' is well-defined. Furthermore, it can be easily seen that ' is a bijection; that is, jN j D jM N j and so co nw .D/ Ä nw .D/.
Let M be a conet for D such that jMj Ä co nw .D/. Let us set Proof. Let D D .S; S; ; Ä; / be a complemented ditopological texture space, P s a p-set with P s D .Q s / and V Â a pseudo base of P s for . ; Ä/. Let us set K WD f .V / j V 2 Vg. By the definition of pseudo base, P s D T
V.
Then by hypothesis,
Then, it is clear that ' is well-defined. Furthermore, it can be easily shown that ' is a bijection; that is, jVj D jKj. Proof. Let a complemented ditopological texture space D D .S; S; ; Ä; / be co T 1 , P s a p-set with P s D .Q s /. Since D is co T 1 , by Proposition 2.10, there exists a pseudo base of P s for . ; Ä/. Let V be a pseudo base of P s for . ; Ä/ such that jVj Ä ‰ .s; D/. Let us set K WD f .V / j V 2 Vg. Then, by Lemma 4.16, K is a copseudo base of Q s for . ; Ä/; furthermore, jKj D jVj. Thus, it follows from the fact that co ‰ .s; D/ Ä jKj that co ‰ .s; D/ Ä ‰ .s; D/. 
Kg is a pseudo base of P s for . ; Ä/; moreover jKj D jVj.
Proof. Let D D .S; S; ; Ä; / be a complemented ditopological texture space, Q s a q-set with P s D .Q s / and K Â Ä a copseudo base of Q s for . ; Ä/. Let us set V WD f .K/ j K 2 Kg. By the definition of copseudo base,
that is, V a pseudo base of P s for . ; Ä/. Let us define a function ' W K ! V by, for each K 2 K, ' .K/ D .K/. Then, it is obvious that ' is well-defined. Moreover, it can be easily seen that ' is a bijection; that is, jKj D jVj. 
